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Hyphen is always on the lookout for top
talent. Join us in our journey to build a
major player in the future of work, problem
solving & expertise provision.

Collaborate, strategize
and grow with an intimate
team that’s spread across
the globe.

https://hyphen.group

Hyphen
connects clients
with the who
who knows how.
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Who we are
Hyphen is the global expertise partner that connects our clients –
ranging from ambitious government agencies, top tier consulting
firms to coveted investment funds - to the who who knows how.
Our team members hail from positions in top-tier consulting firms
in New York, high-impact missions in Myanmar, top design studios,
breakthrough start-ups and everything in between. We formed
Hyphen armed with curiosity, with the ambition to tackle the world’s
most intriguing problems, and with a conviction that work in the
21st century requires a new modus operandi. Our goal is to connect
expertise, determination, and strategic insight to solve the challenges
of tomorrow, through meaningful projects, enduring personal relationships, flexible ways of work and minimal internal bureaucracy.

What we do
We tackle complex issues by finding and recruiting the best individuals
and teams to solve our clients’ problems, and deploying them in flexible
engagement models. We understand clients’ unique needs, leverage
our expert network to find the best solutions, and connect them with
custom-recruited teams of experts to make those solutions happen.
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Building innovative company: We are a small but fast-growing
start-up in an industry that is in its infancy. You get the opportunity
to do meaningful work in shaping the way professional services
firms, governments and investment firms think about expertise,
problem solving and personnel choices.
Responsibility in a collegiate setting: By joining us, you are going
to work with a tight group of colleagues from all over the world,
where you will quickly be handed over responsibility that impacts
our business. Though this may sound daunting, you are supported
by a team of ambitious professionals who are not just your
co-workers, but coaches, collaborators and supporters.
Diversity of experience: We offer the opportunity for you to work
on and shape different aspect of our business, from Client
Services, Expert Search, and Network Management, to Delivery,
Operations and Technology.
Learning and development: Hyphen provides ample
opportunities for growth thanks to interactions with top tier
management consultants and broad range of senior experts as
well as optional client secondments.
Flexibility: We’re fully remote and offer flexibility to arrange your
own schedule.
Benefits: Competitive compensation, IT equipment & tools,
self-learning support, and opportunities to volunteer on
philanthropic projects, all underpinned by co-working retreats
where every quarter the whole team comes together in an iconic
destination like Sicily, Stockholm or the Swiss Alps to work,
socialize and explore the world together.

https://hyphen.group

We work together through on-the-ground strategic
workshops, creative sessions to inspire our collaborations, and regular online touchpoints. The future
of work is working at Hyphen.

“Diversity and Dynamics. What I like the
most about my work at Hyphen is that I
have been able to work alongside people
who appreciate the diversity of thought,
tap into various topics and to be present
at the emergence of something new.”
– Kamila Potočárová
Joined Hyphen in the summer of 2020

